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This book is intended for engineer’s in automotive industry and in research community of electrical machines. This book systematically focus on all the major aspects of switched reluctance motor for intelligent electric vehicle applications, including optimization design,
drive system control, regenerative braking control, and motor-suspension system control, which is particularly suited for readers who are interested to learn the theory of the motor used for intelligent electric vehicles.The comprehensive and systematic treatment of
practical issues around switched reluctance motor considering vehicle requirments is one of the major features of the book. The book can benefit researchers, engineers, and graduate students in fields of switched reluctance motor, electric vehicle drive system,
regenerative braking system, motor-suspension system, etc.
Scientia Magna international book series publish original research articles in all areas of mathematics and mathematical sciences. However, papers related to Smarandache’s problems will be highly preferred.
Engineering Mathematics II has been written for first year students of Calicut University. The book has been developed to facilitate physical interpretation of concepts and application of the various notions in engineering and technology. The solved examples given in the
book are a significant value-addition. Author's long experience of teaching various grades of students has contributed towards the quality of this book. An emphasis on various techniques of solving complex problems will be of immense help to the students. KEY FEATURES •
Brief but thorough discussion of theory • Examination-oriented approach • Techniques for solving difficult questions • Solutions to a large number of technical problems
Now in its seventh edition, Basic Engineering Mathematics is an established textbook that has helped thousands of students to succeed in their exams. Mathematical theories are explained in a straightforward manner, being supported by practical engineering examples and
applications in order to ensure that readers can relate theory to practice. The extensive and thorough topic coverage makes this an ideal text for introductory level engineering courses. This title is supported by a companion website with resources for both students and
lecturers, including lists of essential formulae, multiple choice tests, and full solutions for all 1,600 further questions.
Modern Engineering Mathematics
Programming Models for Parallel Computing
Differential and Integral Calculus
Artificial Intelligence and Soft Computing
Intelligent and Reliable Engineering Systems
Investing in Financial Markets Is Not a Rocket Science
Scientia Magna is a peer-reviewed, open access journal that publishes original research articles in all areas of mathematics and mathematical sciences. However, papers related to Smarandache’s problems will be highly preferred.
The first edition of ‘Basics of MATLAB Programming’ offers a brief glimpse of the power and flexibility of MATLAB. This book is intended to assist undergraduates with learning in programming, specifically in MATLAB. The MATLAB codes are given in Courier New font [MATLAB
font] to get the feel of MATLAB environment. It combines engineering mathematics with MATLAB. This book has around ten chapters comprising Arrays, Functions, Control statements, Plotting, Simulink and other miscellaneous concepts. It consists of many real-life examples
which help in better understanding of MATLAB.
Papers on Divisor Cordial Graphs, Random Walk on a Finitely Generated Monoid, A Variation of Decomposition Under a Length Constraint, Fibonacci and Super Fibonacci Graceful Labelings of Some Cycle Related Graphs, The Order of the Sandpile Group of Infinite Complete
Expansion Regular Graphs, and other topics. Contributors: Akinola L.S., Agboola A.A.A., Ismail Sahul Hamid, Mayamma Joseph, R. Hasni, A. Shaman, Y.H. Peng, G.C. Lau, S.K. Vaidya, U.M. Prajapati, and others.
This highly informative and carefully presented textbook introduces the general principles involved in system design and optimization as applicable to thermal systems, followed by the methods to accomplish them. It introduces contemporary techniques like Genetic
Algorithms, Simulated Annealing, and Bayesian Inference in the context of optimization of thermal systems. There is a separate chapter devoted to inverse problems in thermal systems. It also contains sections on Integer Programming and Multi-Objective optimization. The
linear programming chapter is fortified by a detailed presentation of the Simplex method. A major highlight of the textbook is the inclusion of workable MATLAB codes for examples of key algorithms discussed in the book. Examples in each chapter clarify the concepts and
methods presented and end-of-chapter problems supplement the material presented and enhance the learning process.
Transforms and Partial Differential Equations(Combo)
International Conference on Advances in Mathematical Sciences, Vellore, India, December 2017 - Volume II
An Open Introduction
Third IAPR International Conference, PRIB 2008, Melbourne, Australia, October 15-17, 2008. Proceedings
MATHEMATICAL COMBINATORICS (INTERNATIONAL BOOK SERIES), Vol. 2, 2017
Investing Knowledge Simplified
This book provides a complete course for first-year engineering mathematics. Whichever field of engineering you are studying, you will be most likely to require knowledge of the mathematics presented in this textbook. Taking a thorough approach, the authors put the concepts into an engineering context, so you can understand the relevance of mathematical
techniques presented and gain a fuller appreciation of how to draw upon them throughout your studies.
Apart from being literate it is also important to be financially literate because 2/3rd of our lives is spent on earning, spending, saving and investing, for ourselves and for others. Given the uncertain times that we live in depending on bank fixed deposits, gold and/or real estate to build our wealth or reach our financial goals would be a futile attempt. It is time
that we start looking beyond the obvious and start educating ourselves with the all important knowledge of managing our finances by understanding the opportunities. If we ignore or shy away from acquiring such knowledge there would be no one to blame except ourselves. There are several myths, misconceptions, prejudices and fear surrounding various
asset classes that includes stocks, mutual funds and insurance which this book, stories weaved through conversational mode, endeavours to clear the haze by offering clarity over financial instruments answering several critical questions and can confidently say the content would enhance the knowledge on various financial products and services that is
presented through lots of examples explained using simple language. The content can also be treated as a self-help book on simplifying the investment knowledge. The final outcome after reading the book would be the feeling of being an informed investor.
IEMERA is a three-day International Conference specially designed with cluster of scientific and technological sessions, providing a common platform for the researchers, academicians, industry delegates across the globe to share and exchange their knowledge and contribution. The emerging areas of research and development in Electrical, Electronics,
Mechanical and Software technologies are major focus areas. The conference is equipped with well-organized scientific sessions, keynote and plenary lectures, research paper and poster presentations and world-class exhibitions. Moreover, IEMERA 2020 facilitates better understanding of the technological developments and scientific advancements across
the world by showcasing the pace of science, technology and business areas in the field of Energy Management, Electronics, Electric & Thermal Power, Robotics and Automation.
Learn the hand-crafted notes on C programming Key Features Strengthens the foundations, as a detailed explanation of programming language concepts are given Lucid explanation of the concept Well thought-out, fully working programming examples End-of-chapter exercises that would help you practice the skills learned in the chapter Hand-crafted
"KanNotes" at the end of the each chapter that would help the reader remember and revise the concepts covered in the chapter Focuses on how to think logically to solve a problem Description The new edition of this classic book has been thoroughly revamped, but remains faithful to the principles that have established it as a favourite amongst students,
teachers and software professionals round the world. "Simplicity"- that has been the hallmark of this book in not only its previous sixteen English editions, but also in the Hindi, Gujrati, Japanese, Korean, Chinese and US editions. This book doesn't assume any programming background. It begins with the basics and steadily builds the pace so that the reader
finds it easy to handle advanced topics towards the end of the book. What will you learn C Instructions Decision Control Instruction, Loop Control Instruction, Case Control Instruction Functions, Pointers, Recursion Data Types, The C Preprocessor Arrays, Strings Structures, Console Input/Output, File Input/Output Who this book is for Students,
Programmers, researchers, and software developers who wish to learn the basics of C++ programming language.Table of Contents 1. Getting Started 2. C Instructions 3. Decision Control Instruction 4. More Complex Decision Making 5. Loop Control Instruction 6. More Complex Repetitions 7. Case Control Instruction 8. Functions 9. Pointers 10. Recursion
11. Data Types Revisited 12. The C Preprocessor 13. Arrays 14. Multidimensional Arrays 15. Strings 16. Handling Multiple Strings 17. Structures 18. Console Input/Output 19. File Input/Output 20. More Issues In Input/Output 21. Operations On Bits 22. Miscellaneous Features 23. Interview FAQs Appendix A- Compilation and Execution Appendix BPrecedence Table Appendix C- Chasing the Bugs Appendix D- ASCII Chart Periodic Tests I to IV, Course Tests I, II Index About the Authors Through his books and Quest Video Courses on C, C++, Java, Python, Data Structures, .NET, IoT, etc. Yashavant Kanetkar has created, molded and groomed lacs of IT careers in the last three decades. Yashavant's
books and Quest videos have made a significant contribution in creating top-notch IT manpower in India and abroad. Yashavant's books are globally recognized and millions of students/professionals have benefitted from them. Yashavant's books have been translated into Hindi, Gujarati, Japanese, Korean and Chinese languages. Many of his books are published
in India, USA, Japan, Singapore, Korea and China. Yashavant is a much sought after speaker in the IT field and has conducted seminars/workshops at TedEx, IITs, IIITs, NITs and global software companies. Yashavant has been honored with the prestigious "Distinguished Alumnus Award" by IIT Kanpur for his entrepreneurial, professional and academic
excellence. This award was given to top 50 alumni of IIT Kanpur who have made a significant contribution towards their profession and betterment of society in the last 50 years. His Linkedin profile: linkedin.com/in/yashavant-kanetkar-9775255
A Textbook Of Engineering Mathematics-I : (As Per The New Syllabus, B.Tech. I Year Of U.P. Technical University)
Applications in Science and Engineering
Engineering Mathematics-II (Calicut University, Kerala)
Science and Engineering Fundamentals
A Fusion of Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things for Emerging Cyber Systems
The Key Technologies for Powertrain System of Intelligent Vehicles Based on Switched Reluctance Motors
Transforms and Partial Differential Equations, 6e is designed to provide a firm foundation on the basic concepts of partial differential equations, Fourier series analysis, Fourier series techniques in solving heat flow problems, Fourier transform techniques and Z-transforms. In their trademark student-friendly style, the authors have endeavored to provide an in-depth
understanding of the important principles, methods and processes of obtaining results in a systematic way with emphasis on clarity and academic rigor. Features: • More than 320 solved examples • More than 250 exercises with answers • More than 150 Part A questions with answers • Plenty of hints for problems • Includes a free book containing FAQs Table of Contents:
Preface Acknowledgements About the Authors 1. Partial Differential Equations 2. Fourier Series 3. Application of Partial Differential Equations 4. Fourier Transforms 5. Z-transforms and Difference Equations Formulae To Remember
Written and edited by a group of renowned specialists in the field, this outstanding new volume addresses primary computational techniques for developing new technologies in soft computing. It also highlights the security, privacy, artificial intelligence, and practical approaches needed by engineers and scientists in all fields of science and technology. It highlights the
current research, which is intended to advance not only mathematics but all areas of science, research, and development, and where these disciplines intersect. As the book is focused on emerging concepts in machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithmic approaches and soft computing techniques, it is an invaluable tool for researchers, academicians, data
scientists, and technology developers. The newest and most comprehensive volume in the area of mathematical methods for use in real-time engineering, this groundbreaking new work is a must-have for any engineer or scientist’s library. Also useful as a textbook for the student, it is a valuable contribution to the advancement of the science, both a working handbook
for the new hire or student, and a reference for the veteran engineer.
The aim of this volume is to explain the differences between research-level mathematics and the maths taught at school. Most differences are philosophical and the first few chapters are about general aspects of mathematical thought.
Note: This is the 3rd edition. If you need the 2nd edition for a course you are taking, it can be found as a "other format" on amazon, or by searching its isbn: 1534970746 This gentle introduction to discrete mathematics is written for first and second year math majors, especially those who intend to teach. The text began as a set of lecture notes for the discrete
mathematics course at the University of Northern Colorado. This course serves both as an introduction to topics in discrete math and as the "introduction to proof" course for math majors. The course is usually taught with a large amount of student inquiry, and this text is written to help facilitate this. Four main topics are covered: counting, sequences, logic, and graph
theory. Along the way proofs are introduced, including proofs by contradiction, proofs by induction, and combinatorial proofs. The book contains over 470 exercises, including 275 with solutions and over 100 with hints. There are also Investigate! activities throughout the text to support active, inquiry based learning. While there are many fine discrete math textbooks
available, this text has the following advantages: It is written to be used in an inquiry rich course. It is written to be used in a course for future math teachers. It is open source, with low cost print editions and free electronic editions. This third edition brings improved exposition, a new section on trees, and a bunch of new and improved exercises. For a complete list of
changes, and to view the free electronic version of the text, visit the book's website at discrete.openmathbooks.org
Proceedings of the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Applied Mathematics in Engineering (ICAIAME 2020)
Engineering Mathematics Pocket Book
Engineering Mathematics
13th International Conference, ICAISC 2014, Zakopane, Poland, June 1-5, 2014, Proceedings, Part I
Mathematics: A Very Short Introduction
Software Technology and Engineering

A groundbreaking introduction to vectors, matrices, and least squares for engineering applications, offering a wealth of practical examples.
The classic introduction to the fundamentals of calculus Richard Courant's classic text Differential and Integral Calculus is an essential text for those preparing for a career in physics or applied math. Volume 1 introduces the foundational concepts of "function" and "limit", and offers detailed explanations that illustrate the "why" as well as the "how". Comprehensive coverage of the basics of integrals
and differentials includes their applications as well as clearly-defined techniques and essential theorems. Multiple appendices provide supplementary explanation and author notes, as well as solutions and hints for all in-text problems.
About the Book: This book Engineering Mathematics-II is designed as a self-contained, comprehensive classroom text for the second semester B.E. Classes of Visveswaraiah Technological University as per the Revised new Syllabus. The topics included are Differential Calculus, Integral Calculus and Vector Integration, Differential Equations and Laplace Transforms. The book is written in a simple
way and is accompanied with explanatory figures. All this make the students enjoy the subject while they learn. Inclusion of selected exercises and problems make the book educational in nature. It shou.
The two-volume set LNAI 8467 and LNAI 8468 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Soft Computing, ICAISC 2014, held in Zakopane, Poland in June 2014. The 139 revised full papers presented in the volumes, were carefully reviewed and selected from 331 submissions. The 69 papers included in the first volume are focused on the
following topical sections: Neural Networks and Their Applications, Fuzzy Systems and Their Applications, Evolutionary Algorithms and Their Applications, Classification and Estimation, Computer Vision, Image and Speech Analysis and Special Session 3: Intelligent Methods in Databases. The 71 papers in the second volume are organized in the following subjects: Data Mining, Bioinformatics,
Biometrics and Medical Applications, Agent Systems, Robotics and Control, Artificial Intelligence in Modeling and Simulation, Various Problems of Artificial Intelligence, Special Session 2: Machine Learning for Visual Information Analysis and Security, Special Session 1: Applications and Properties of Fuzzy Reasoning and Calculus and Clustering.
Vectors, Matrices, and Least Squares
Oswaal Topper's Handbook Mathematics Classes 11 & 12 Entrance Exams (Engineering and Other Competitions)
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Engineering under Uncertainty: Safety Assessment and Management (ISEUSAM - 2012)
Transforms and Partial Differential Equations
Advanced Numerical Methods for Differential Equations
Basics of MATLAB Programming

This book briefly covers internationally contributed chapters with artificial intelligence and applied mathematics-oriented background-details. Nowadays, the world is under attack of intelligent systems covering all fields to make them practical and meaningful for humans. In this sense, this edited book provides the most recent research on use of engineering
capabilities for developing intelligent systems. The chapters are a collection from the works presented at the 2nd International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Applied Mathematics in Engineering held within 09-10-11 October 2020 at the Antalya, Manavgat (Turkey). The target audience of the book covers scientists, experts, M.Sc. and Ph.D. students,
post-docs, and anyone interested in intelligent systems and their usage in different problem domains. The book is suitable to be used as a reference work in the courses associated with artificial intelligence and applied mathematics.
Peterson's Graduate Programs in Engineering & Applied Sciences 2015 contains comprehensive profiles of more than 3,850 graduate programs in all relevant disciplines-including aerospace/aeronautical engineering, agricultural engineering & bioengineering, chemical engineering, civil and environmental engineering, computer science and information
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technology, electrical and computer engineering, industrial engineering, telecommunications, and more. Two-page in-depth descriptions, written by featured institutions, offer complete details on a specific graduate program, school, or department as well as information on faculty research. Comprehensive directories list programs in this volume, as well as
others in the Peterson's graduate series.
This volume is the first of two containing selected papers from the International Conference on Advances in Mathematical Sciences (ICAMS), held at the Vellore Institute of Technology in December 2017. This meeting brought together researchers from around the world to share their work, with the aim of promoting collaboration as a means of solving various
problems in modern science and engineering. The authors of each chapter present a research problem, techniques suitable for solving it, and a discussion of the results obtained. These volumes will be of interest to both theoretical- and application-oriented individuals in academia and industry. Papers in Volume I are dedicated to active and open areas of
research in algebra, analysis, operations research, and statistics, and those of Volume II consider differential equations, fluid mechanics, and graph theory.
International Symposium on Engineering under Uncertainty: Safety Assessment and Management (ISEUSAM - 2012) is organized by Bengal Engineering and Science University, India during the first week of January 2012 at Kolkata. The primary aim of ISEUSAM 2012 is to provide a platform to facilitate the discussion for a better understanding and management
of uncertainty and risk, encompassing various aspects of safety and reliability of engineering systems. The conference received an overwhelming response from national as well as international scholars, experts and delegates from different parts of the world. Papers received from authors of several countries including Australia, Canada, China, Germany, Italy,
UAE, UK and USA, besides India. More than two hundred authors have shown their interest in the symposium. The Proceedings presents ninety two high quality papers which address issues of uncertainty encompassing various fields of engineering, i.e. uncertainty analysis and modelling, structural reliability, geotechnical engineering, vibration control,
earthquake engineering, environmental engineering, stochastic dynamics, transportation system, system identification and damage assessment, and infrastructure engineering.
Basic Engineering Mathematics
A Textbook of Engineering Mathematics (For First Year ,Anna University)
Thermal System Design and Optimization
Discrete Mathematics
Engineering Mathematics - Ii
Trends in Data Engineering Methods for Intelligent Systems
Mathematical models are used to convert real-life problems using mathematical concepts and language. These models are governed by differential equations whose solutions make it easy to understand real-life problems and can be applied to engineering and science disciplines. This book presents numerical methods for solving various mathematical models. This book offers real-life applications, includes research
problems on numerical treatment, and shows how to develop the numerical methods for solving problems. The book also covers theory and applications in engineering and science. Engineers, mathematicians, scientists, and researchers working on real-life mathematical problems will find this book useful.
"This compendium of essential formulae, definitions, tables and general information provides the mathematical information required by students, technicians, scientists and engineers in day-to-day engineering practice. All the essentials of engineering mathematics - from algebra, geometry and trigonometry to logic circuits, differential equations and probability - are covered, with clear and succinct explanations
and illustrated with over 300 line drawings and 500 worked examples based in real-world application. The emphasis throughout the book is on providing the practical tools needed to solve mathematical problems quickly and efficiently in engineering contexts." --Publisher.
This book is intended to serve as an undergraduate textbook for a beginner’s course in engineering electromagnetics. The present book provides an easy and simplified understanding of the basic principles of electromagnetics. Abstract theory has been explained using real life examples making it easier for the reader to grasp the complicated concepts. An introductory chapter on vector calculus and the different
coordinate systems equips the readers with the prerequisite knowledge to learn electromagnetics. The subsequent chapters can be grouped into four broad sections – electrostatics, magnetostatics, time varying fields, and applications of electromagnetics. Written in lucid terms, the text follows a sequential presentation of the topics, and discusses the relative merits and demerits of each method. Each chapter
includes a number of examples which are solved rigorously along with pictorial representations. The book also contains about 400 figures and illustrations which help students visualize the underlying physical concepts. Several end-of-chapter problems are provided to test the key concepts and their applications. Thus the book offers a valuable resource for both students and instructors of electrical, electronics and
communications engineering, and can also be useful as a supplementary text for undergraduate physics students.
An overview of the most prominent contemporary parallel processing programming models, written in a unique tutorial style. With the coming of the parallel computing era, computer scientists have turned their attention to designing programming models that are suited for high-performance parallel computing and supercomputing systems. Programming parallel systems is complicated by the fact that multiple
processing units are simultaneously computing and moving data. This book offers an overview of some of the most prominent parallel programming models used in high-performance computing and supercomputing systems today. The chapters describe the programming models in a unique tutorial style rather than using the formal approach taken in the research literature. The aim is to cover a wide range of
parallel programming models, enabling the reader to understand what each has to offer. The book begins with a description of the Message Passing Interface (MPI), the most common parallel programming model for distributed memory computing. It goes on to cover one-sided communication models, ranging from low-level runtime libraries (GASNet, OpenSHMEM) to high-level programming models (UPC, GA,
Chapel); task-oriented programming models (Charm++, ADLB, Scioto, Swift, CnC) that allow users to describe their computation and data units as tasks so that the runtime system can manage computation and data movement as necessary; and parallel programming models intended for on-node parallelism in the context of multicore architecture or attached accelerators (OpenMP, Cilk Plus, TBB, CUDA, OpenCL).
The book will be a valuable resource for graduate students, researchers, and any scientist who works with data sets and large computations. Contributors Timothy Armstrong, Michael G. Burke, Ralph Butler, Bradford L. Chamberlain, Sunita Chandrasekaran, Barbara Chapman, Jeff Daily, James Dinan, Deepak Eachempati, Ian T. Foster, William D. Gropp, Paul Hargrove, Wen-mei Hwu, Nikhil Jain, Laxmikant Kale,
David Kirk, Kath Knobe, Ariram Krishnamoorthy, Jeffery A. Kuehn, Alexey Kukanov, Charles E. Leiserson, Jonathan Lifflander, Ewing Lusk, Tim Mattson, Bruce Palmer, Steven C. Pieper, Stephen W. Poole, Arch D. Robison, Frank Schlimbach, Rajeev Thakur, Abhinav Vishnu, Justin M. Wozniak, Michael Wilde, Kathy Yelick, Yili Zheng
SCIENTIA MAGNA – International Book Series (vol. 12, no. 1)
Graduate Programs in Engineering & Applied Sciences 2015 (Grad 5)
Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computing
International Journal of Mathematical Combinatorics, Volume 4, 2011
Let Us C: Authentic Guide to C PROGRAMMING Language 17th Edition (English Edition)
Nanoscale Device Physics

Paper 1: Differential curves, Bertrand curves pair, ruled surfaces. Paper 2: (my paper) Banach space, Smarandache multispace, complex system, non-solvable equation, mathematical combinatorics. Paper 3: Zagreb index, molecular topological index, bipartite graph. Paper 4: D-conformal curvature tensor, ηEinstein manifold. Paper 5: Hypergraph, Smarandachely linear. Paper 6: Ruled surface, parallel surface. Paper 7: Smarandachely H-rainbow connected, rainbow connected, rainbow connection number. Paper 8: Darboux vector, Smarandache curves. Paper 9: Smarandache power root mean labeling, F-root square
mean labeling. Paper 10: Smarandachely k-prime labelling, k-prime labelling. Paper 11: graceful labeling, α-labeling. Paper 12: supereulerian digraph, semicomplete digraph, locally semicomplete multipartite digraph. Paper 13: Smarandachely edge m-labeling, skolem mean labeling. Keywords: Smarandache
multispace, Smarandachely linear, Smarandachely H-rainbow connected, Smarandache power root mean labeling, Smarandachely k-prime labelling, Smarandachely edge m-labeling
Engineering Mathematics is designed to suit the curriculum requirements of undergraduate students of engineering. In their trademark student friendly style, the authors have endeavored to provide an in depth understanding of the concepts.
Nanoscale devices differ from larger microscale devices because they depend on the physical phenomena and effects that are central to their operation. This textbook illuminates the behavior of nanoscale devices by connecting them to the electronic, as well as magnetic, optical and mechanical properties, which
fundamentally affect nanoscale devices in fascinating ways. Their small size means that an understanding of the phenomena measured is even more important, as their effects are so dominant and the changes in scale of underlying energetics and response are significant. Examples of these include classical
effects such as single electron effects, quantum effects such as the states accessible as well as their properties; ensemble effects ranging from consequences of the laws of numbers to changes in properties arising from different magnitudes of the interactions, and others. These interactions, with the limits on
size, make their physical behavior interesting, important and useful. The collection of four textbooks in the Electroscience Series culminates in a comprehensive understanding of nanoscale devices — electronic, magnetic, mechanical and optical — in the 4th volume. The series builds up to this last subject with
volumes devoted to underlying semiconductor and solid-state physics.
"Tips to crack various entrance exams study material for in-depth learning mind Maps for concept clarity real time videos for hybrid learning Appendix for enhancement of knowledge " " tips to crack various entrance exams study material for in-depth learning mind Maps for concept clarity real time videos for
hybrid learning Appendix for enhancement of knowledge " " tips to crack various entrance exams study material for in-depth learning mind Maps for concept clarity real time videos for hybrid learning Appendix for enhancement of knowledge " " tips to crack various entrance exams study material for in-depth
learning mind Maps for concept clarity real time videos for hybrid learning Appendix for enhancement of knowledge ".
Introduction to Applied Linear Algebra
Probability and Queueing Theory
SCIENTIA MAGNA: An international journal, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2017
Mathematical Combinatorics, Vol. 4/2011
Electromagnetics Made Easy

The mathematical combinatorics is a subject that applying combinatorial notion to all mathematics and all sciences for understanding the reality of things in the universe. The International J. Mathematical Combinatorics is a fully refereed international journal, sponsored by the MADIS of Chinese Academy of Sciences and published in USA
quarterly, which publishes original research papers and survey articles in all aspects of mathematical combinatorics, Smarandache multi-spaces, Smarandache geometries, non-Euclidean geometry, topology and their applications to other sciences.
This book aims at offering a unique collection of ideas and experiences mainly focusing on the main streams and merger of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT) for a wide slice of the communication and networking community. In the era when the world is grappling with many unforeseen challenges, scientists and
researchers are envisioning smart cyber systems that guarantee sustainable development for a better human life. The main contributors that destined to play a huge role in developing such systems, among others, are AI and IoT. While AI provides intelligence to machines and data by identifying patterns, developing predictions, and detecting
anomalies, IoT performs as a nerve system by connecting a huge number of machines and capturing an enormous amount of data. AI-enabled IoT, therefore, redefines the way industries, businesses, and economies function with increased automation and efficiency and reduced human interaction and costs. This book is an attempt to publish
innovative ideas, emerging trends, implementation experience, and use-cases pertaining to the merger of AI and IoT. The primary market of this book is centered around students, researchers, academicians, industrialists, entrepreneurs, and professionals working in electrical/computer engineering, IT, telecom/electronic engineering, and
related fields. The secondary market of this book is related to individuals working in the fields such as finance, management, mathematics, physics, environment, mechatronics, and the automation industry.
In the post-genomic era, a holistic understanding of biological systems and p- cesses,inalltheircomplexity,is criticalincomprehendingnature’schoreography of life. As a result, bioinformatics involving its two main disciplines, namely, the life sciences and the computational sciences, is fast becoming a very promising multidisciplinary research
?eld. With the ever-increasing application of lar- scalehigh-throughputtechnologies,suchasgeneorproteinmicroarraysandmass spectrometry methods, the enormous body of information is growing rapidly. Bioinformaticians are posed with a large number of di?cult problems to solve, arising not only due to the complexities in acquiring the
molecular infor- tion but also due to the size and nature of the generated data sets and/or the limitations of the algorithms required for analyzing these data. Although the ?eld of bioinformatics is still in its embryonic stage, the recent advancements in computational and information-theoretic techniques are enabling us to cductvariousinsilicotestingandscreeningofmanylab-basedexperimentsbefore these are actually performed in vitro or in vivo. These in silico investigations are providing new insights for interpretation and establishing a new direction for a deeper understanding. Among the various advanced computational methods currently being applied to
such studies, the pattern recognition techniques are mostly found to be at the core of the whole discovery process for apprehending the underlying biological knowledge. Thus, we can safely surmise that the - going bioinformatics revolution may, in future, inevitably play a major role in many aspects of medical practice and/or the discipline of
life sciences.
Pattern Recognition in Bioinformatics
Simulation and Analysis of Mathematical Methods in Real-Time Engineering Applications
international book series
11th International Conference on Intelligent Energy Management, Electronics, Electric & Thermal Power, Robotics and Automation (IEMERA-2020)
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